Computing

Overview: Lab computing resources include

- **Desktop workstations** (primarily iMacs)
- External hard drives which back up all local iMacs via Time Machine
- One shared laptop for scanning (EEG, MRI, MEG. Each of these imaging modalities also has desktops which we can use)
- **Servers and files**
  - Shared Google Drive folder
  - Lab server
  - CBI server (Tesla)
  - OSF webpage
- **High-Performance Computing (HPC) Cluster**
- **Software recommendations**
  - Matlab
  - Python and Conda
  - Docker
  - FreeSurfer
  - FSL
  - GitHub
  - MGL Eyelink
  - Text editors
  - Toolbox
  - Additional software
  - X11/XQuartz (only for Mac OS X)